
For everyone
Always available

Included in the cost of admission

Contains a sketchpad
A pencil
A rubber

This manual



A manual 
to help 

you

visit the
 exhibition and 
look at works 

of art in 
an original

   way

give free rein to 
your creativity

draw, even if 
you’ve never 
drawn before

hone your skills 
if you’re already a bit 

of an expert!

 t 
Contains 
suggestions, ideas, 

drawing tips and 
simple exercises for a 
‘hands-on’ exploration

 of the way the artists 
in the exhibition 

used to paint

You can work your way through 
the manual page by page or else 

you can skip straight to the exercise 
that grabs you the most.
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The Russian 
Avant-garde, 

Siberia and 
the East
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Visiting an exhibition’s like going on a journey. It’s a journey that needs 
to be told in words and pictures which you can jot down in the notepad that 

comes with your Kit.

Drawing whilst visiting an exhibition allows you both to express yourself 
immediately and to discover something more about the exhibits you’re
 looking at. It doesn’t matter if your drawing isn’t a masterpiece, the 

important thing is that you use the creative process to collect information 
and to explore details in the subject of the painting on display that people 
often miss when looking at it the first time. The sense of exploration lies 

in the journey you undertake, not in the goal you finally reach.

A dot is a shape in itself, it’s the smallest perceptual unit our eye can see. Its 
size depends on:

the tool used to draw it 
(pencil, pen, felt-tip pen etc.)

the pressure applied by the 
hand when drawing it

the surface it’s drawn on 
(smooth or rough paper, canvas etc.)



The line
3

A line as an abstract figure originates as something concrete:
wavy lines in ancient picture-writing stood for water, 

conjuring up movement and flow, the symbol of life. 

A simple line can be used expressively to com unicate a fe ling.

though it had the value of a sound: sharp, dee p, modulated.

Look at some of the paintings on display (look at them as though you were listening to music)

 and find as many as you can where a line expresses 

       tension                              elasticity             softness 

suppleness

Now try experimenting with various types of line, taking your inspiration from th
e ex

hib
its y

ou’ve bee n looking at. 

It can be straight or curved, corrugated or tied in a knot as 



A person doing a drawing uses lines to express a shape and to define an 
object on a sheet of paper. Line drawing is the simplest way of depicting 

things, and we can imagine the “first draughtsman,” the first primitive 
artist, memorising animals’ shapes by observing their shadows or seeing 

their bodies stand out against the brightness of flames in a fire. 

Draw a simple graphic texture and then develop it to create the image of a 
three-dimensional surface suggesting waviness, curves and so on. The lines 

can draw closer together or further apart, or they can converge.
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created animals and landscapes 
with concise and colourful 

shapes.

The shapes we find it easiest to remember are those that fit nicely 
together to create a self-contained whole. 

In the late 19th and early 20th centuries the analysis of shapes created an 
opportunity to develop a new artistic vocabulary.

Volkov 
Filonov

Choose a figurative picture in the exhibition and try to rework the theme 
depicted in it using only geometric shapes.

created surfaces that are 
interlocking inlays made 

up of different shapes.
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Rhythm, in the sense of alternating shapes, always gives us a 
pleasing visual feeling. This may be because our own lives are 

based on rhythm:

Shapes in nature can be dynamic. 
They can be modelled by forces that constantly change them.  

Flames in a fire or clouds are always changing shape.
Our perception also records moving shapes such as a tree 

bending in the wind. And some shapes are caused by 
devatating energy, as in an...

   hythm 
and dynamic shapes 6

our sleep

the seasons

time
our breathing

our heartbeat

for instance!
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If you try shifting the geometric shapes 
that make up the picture, the dynamic 
effect isn’t going to be the same and the 
picture will express a different concept 
and a different emotion. 



Even though it has been interpreted in dif-
ferent ways in different cultures and in 
different eras, it still maintains its 
specific features thanks to the fact 

that its perceptual pattern is 
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the depiction of 
a person with his 
or her individual 
features rendered 

realistically

the artist goes back to 
a deliberately infantile 

perception of the world

The face is...



The beginning is my end and 
the end is my beginning

To produce a lifelike picture you have to:
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turning it into your end product.
1. c

are
full

 y o
bserve the object you wish to portray

Oth
erw

ise 
you can draw a figure schematicall y

2.figure out what th
e be

st s
hapes 

are t
o dep

ict 
both i

ts o
verall  aspect and the individual parts that make it up.



Shape as expression

Facial expressions are the simplest 
and most direct way of depicting 
a state of mind, but feelings and 
emotions can also be identifed by 

abstract coloured shapes. 
Look at Kandinsky’s picture and try 
to reproduce its lines and shapes on 

your sheet of paper.
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When the traveller sat down on the sandy beach and said: “There is 
nothing more to see”, he knew that it wasn’t true. You have to see what 

you haven’t already seen and to take another look at what you have 
already seen, to see in spring what you’ve only seen in summer, to see by 

day what you’ve only seen by night, to see in sunlight what you saw in the 
rain the first time around, to see green harvests, ripe fruit, stones that 

have moved and shadows that weren’t there. You have to retrace your steps, 
to repeat them and to mark out new paths alongside them. You have to 

start your journey over again.
Always. 

Take a photo of the best drawings you made in the exhibition 
and share them online! #IMADETHIS  #DRAWINGKIT

www.facebook.com/palazzostrozzi

@PalazzoStrozzi

If you like this manual, you can download it from 
our website: www. palazzostrozzi.org/drawingkit

Concept, drawings and texts: Lisa Colombi
Translation: Stephen Tobin

Graphic design: Benedetta Scarpelli
C Fondazione Palazzo Strozzi


